VIRTUAL CHESS LESSONS

In Partnership with CYONY

Your child will fall in love with chess through Chess at Three's unique story-based curriculum.

Our stories transform chess pieces into a memorable cast of characters that help children understand piece movement, strategy, and important themes such as sportsmanship, grit, and math.

- Boost critical thinking, self esteem and confidence
- Enhance memory, arithmetic & verbal skills
- Strengthen mental capacity and problem solving skills

Two Ways to Play:

Virtual Lessons
- Our instructors bring our fun, engaging stories to your classrooms or at-home groups via live streaming video and an interactive virtual chess board
- $100 per 10-lesson session

Video Library
- Our curriculum on high quality video, hosted by our very best Story Time Chess teachers.
- Students have unlimited access to the Video Library for the duration of the semester.
- $50 per 10-lesson session

To enroll, contact Seth Peloso at CYONY